Dog Training Articles
By Beth Bradley

NUISANCE BEHAVIOR
Since when did nuisance behavior like barking, jumping, relieving themselves indoors
and mouthing become acceptable behaviors for a puppy? While this is normal puppy
behavior it is far from acceptable. Puppies that are allowed to continue this behavior
grow up to be nuisance barkers, bullies and markers (lift their legs on everything).
Why Puppy Training?
Puppy training was created as a way to teach good manners before bad manners become
a habit. If you wait until your dog is 7 months old, yes, he can still learn but many of his
bad manners are now habits. Habits are harder to break than teaching good manners from
the start. Puppies are hard to train because their attention span is short but it is much
easier to instill good manners and good habits in a puppy than to teach an older puppy to
break habits.
Puppy Training:
I am highly in favor of early training classes for socialization; however I like the idea of
more training and less playing between pups. Puppies learn just about all they need to know
about how to interact with other dogs by the time they are 6 weeks old. After that, what
puppies need to learn in order to be good pets is how to interact with people and how to
behave appropriately around other dogs. Though I allow puppies in my class to socialize
and play, that is only one quarter of the time that the dogs are in class.
Breaking Bad Habits:
It takes humans a full 30 days to break a bad habit, and sometimes it‟s not broken for
good. It takes dogs at least 4 months to break their bad habits but it is up to you to make
sure they are not able to complete the bad habit by:
(1) Making it difficult to complete
(2) Making sure your dog knows there are going to be consequences.
If your dog has a bad habit that you need to break you must re-create the behavior during
training so you correct him and teach him a new behavior. Too many people do not reenact the behavior so when the bad habit occurs, they are not in a position to correct.
You can‟t correct your dog for jumping when you are having a dinner party, you must reenact the situation when you are not entertaining. Avoid the problem (i.e. crate your dog)
till your dog has conquered his jumping habit in training (i.e. you no longer have to
correct) before you introduce it while you are entertaining. You know when your dog is
going to act up, reading his mind his is like reading a short story, be on top of the

situation. Training should not be only sit, down, come and heel but training and
retraining his bad habits.
The meaning of NO:
Whether you use the word „No‟, „Nein‟, „Phooey‟, or „Bad”, your dog must realize that
the verbal correction means to immediately stop his behavior. The only way for your dog
to understand this concept is to be sure to correct him with a physical correction every
time you say his verbal correction. Too many people say the word “No” but their dogs
do not respond to it because there is no consequence. When I initially train a dog I
always use the command “No” in conjunction with a physical correction with the leash.
This way, the dog makes the association with the word and a correction. Eventually, the
verbal correction is enough to stop the misbehavior.
No Hands Please:
Many books and trainer emphasize grabbing a puppy by the back of the neck and rolling
him over to make him show submission. Their thoughts are that is how the mother dog
corrects the puppies for misbehavior. We cannot duplicate the way the Mother corrects the
puppies. I do not believe in using my hands on a puppy or a dog ever, the correction should
be with the use of the prong collar and leash. I will only use my hands if I am caught off
guard. Grabbing the dog in this manner will only teach him to be hand shy and cautious of
you. Also, it cannot be duplicated by every member in the house and most of the time it
cannot be duplicated on an adult dog, without the chance of getting hurt that is.
Conclusion:
Break the nuisance behavior but be sure that you don‟t make your bark worse than your
bite; make sure your dog realizes that a verbal correction is not a warning of a physical
correction to come but a „second chance‟ to respond.
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